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Aerodynamics of Gurney Flaps on a Wing in Ground Effect
Jonathan Zerihan¤ and Xin Zhang†
University of Southampton, Southampton, England SO17 1BJ, United Kingdom
A study was performed of a single-element, high-lift wing  tted with Gurney  aps in ground effect. The effect of
the Gurney has been quanti ed in terms of aerodynamic performance and  ow eld characteristics. The results are
of direct relevance to both aeronautical and racing car applications. The qualitative performance of the Gurney
in ground effect compares with freestream; the normal force of the wing is increased and a sharper stall results.
Laser Doppler anemometry was used to investigate the effect of the Gurney on the turbulent wake characteristics
behind the wing. Particle image velocimetry was employed to elucidate the unsteady  ow behind the Gurney, which
is characterized by a street of alternately shedding, discrete vortices away from the ground. When  ow starts to
separate from the trailing edge of the suction surface, the stall mechanism in ground effect, an unsteady wake
results and the aerodynamic performance deteriorates.
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exert a signi cant effect on the lift (downforce), with a small change
in the stallingincidence,leadingto a higherC L max , as documentedby
Liebeck.1 Figure 1 shows a 2.9% device, tted to the generichigh-lift
wing employed in this study. Although the device was named after
Gurney in the 1960s, mechanically similar devices were employed
earlier, for example, by Gruschwitz and Schrenk2 and Duddy.3
There has been a substantial body of research on Gurney  aps
over the past 20 years, most of which is concernedwith aeronautical
applications.The effects of Gurney  aps on aerodynamicforces and
pressureswere reviewedand studiedin model testsby, among others,
Liebeck,1 Giguère et al.,4 and Myose et al.5 On the lift enhancement
mechanism, there exists a variety of explanations.Liebeck1 was the
 rst to propose a short region of separated  ow directly upstream
of the Gurney  ap, with two counter-rotatingvortices downstream,
which he described as having a turning effect on the local  ow eld.
He was referring to a mean  ow eld. Neuhart and Pendergraft6
observedsimilar vortexstructuresin a water tunnel,but at a relatively
low Reynolds number (Re D 8:6 £ 103 ). At this Reynolds number,
the wake of the airfoil with no Gurney  ap  tted was unstable,
making it dif cult to identify any  ow instabilitiesthat were caused
by the Gurney  aps. Thus far, Reynolds averaged Navier– Stokes
(RANS) computational studies of the  ow around Gurney  aps, for
example, by Jang et al.7 and more recently by Janus,8 have given
no information on any  ow instabilities. Recently, Jeffrey et al.9
and Jeffrey10 conducted a laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) study
of  ow around wings  tted with Gurney  aps of various sizes. It
was found that the time-averaged  ow downstream of a Gurney  ap
consists of two counter-rotatingvortices, but the instantaneous ow
structure actually consists of a wake of alternately shed vortices.
The vortex shedding sustains an increase in the base suction. The
upstream face deceleratesthe  ow, in a manner similar to a  at plate
immersed in a turbulent boundary layer. The Gurney  ap, therefore,
introduces a pressure difference at the trailing edge, leading to an
increase in the total circulation.
Thus far the experimental and numerical studies, although yet
to present a complete picture of  uid physics, are beginning to cast
light on the lift generatingmechanism.Until now, nearlyall of the reportedstudieshave been with a wing/airfoilin freestreamor at a high
ride height. There is, however, a total lack of study/understandingof
Gurney  ap  uid dynamics in ground effect, with possibly the only
exception of Katz and Langman,11 for example. Yet it is in ground
effect that the device has found its widest range of applications,
especially on the front wing assemblies on racing cars.
When an aerodynamic device, such as a wing, operates in ground
effect, the aerodynamic performance is altered, and new  uid  ow
features are introduced to the  ow, compared with the freestream
condition. The downforce (lift) generated by a wing as on a racing
car front wing, at different heights from the ground has been investigated by Zerihan and Zhang.12 The effect of the ground is to
constrain the  ow beneath the suction surface. At a large height in
ground effect, the  ow is accelerated over the suction surface to a

= drag coef cient, D =q1 c
= downforce coef cient directed to ground, L =q1 c
= canonical pressure coef cient,
1 ¡ .C p ¡ 1/=.C pm ¡ 1/
= pressure coef cient, p=q1
= Gurney base pressure coef cient
= pressure coef cient at maximum suction
= wing chord, 223.4 mm
= drag
= Gurney  ap height including wing
trailing-edge thickness
= frequency
= Gurney  ap height
= ride height
= maximum downforce ride height
= downforce (lift)
= Reynolds number, ½U1 c=¹
= Strouhal number, f d = U1
= distance from start of pressure-rise
= s at trailing edge
= freestream velocity
= velocity components in x; y; z axis system
= Cartesian coordinates, x Cve downstream, y Cve up,
z Cve to starboard
= incidence
= increase in downforce over a clean wing
= pressure difference at wing trailing edge
= wake thickness non-dimensionalised
by chord, based on 99% thickness
= bottom of wake
= wake thickness of clean wing
= wake thickness of wing with 2.9% Gurney
= top of wake
= viscosity
= density
= vorticity, .@v =@ x ¡ @u =@ y/c= U1

Introduction

HE Gurney  ap is a simple device consisting of a short strip,
 tted perpendicular to the pressure surface along the trailing
edge of a wing. With a typical size of 1 – 5% of the wing chord, it can
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Fig. 2 Surface  ow pattern on the suction surface at hr /c = 0:082 and
® = 1 deg;  ow from top to bottom.
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Fig. 1 Side view of Tyrrell-26 wing model with end plate and 2.9%
Gurney  ap and LS(1)-0413 ( – – – ).

greater level than in a freestream,resulting in greater suctions on the
suction surface. As the wing is brought closer to the ground,  ow
is accelerated to a higher degree, causing an increased peak suction
and associated pressure recovery. At a height where the pressure
recovery is suf ciently steep, boundary-layer separation was observed at the trailing edge of the suction surface. As the height is
reduced beyond this, the wing still generates more downforce, but
the rate of increase slows, and the downforce reaches a maximum,
the downforce reductionphenomenon.Below this height, the downforce reduces sharply. As the height is reduced from the  rst height
where  ow separationwas observed,the separationpoint moves forward steadily. At the maximum downforce, the boundary layer separates at approximately 80%c. Heights greater than the maximum
downforce are known as the force enhancement region. Below the
maximum downforce is known as the force reduction region. Similarities can be drawn comparing the reductionof the height of a wing
above the ground, with the increase of the incidence of a wing in
a freestream. In both cases, the pressure recovery becomes steeper,
eventually causing boundary-layer separation, and the wing stalls.
The  ow eld establishedby a wing in ground effect may affect the
 uid mechanics of the Gurney. Trailing-edgeseparationas observed
in close proximity to the ground may effect the vortex shedding.The
growth of the wake in terms of the unsteady effects of vortex shedding and, hence, the mean  ow may be constrained by the ground.
Changes in the  uid dynamics due to the ground effect will invariably lead to variations in aerodynamic performance. Under certain
conditions, these will become not only performance problems but
also safety issues. Therefore, it is vital to gain understanding of the
 uid  ow of Gurney  aps in ground effect.
It is the authors’ opinion that not only can a freestream study
not be applied to the situation in ground effect but also any  xedground studies should also be viewed with caution because different
 uid  ow features may exist. For  xed-ground tests, Ranzenbach
and Barlow13¡15 and Ranzenbach et al.16 found the force reduction
phenomenon to be due to the merging of the wing boundary layer
and the ground, in contrast to the  ndings of Zerihan and Zhang.12
This paper presents results from a recent study into the aerodynamics of the Gurney  ap on a wing in ground effect. This follows
an earlier study with a clean wing in ground effect. The results presented here illustrate the large-scale unsteady and time-averaged
 ow features caused by  tting a Gurney  ap to a high-lift, singleelement wing. It shows that the ground has indeed a profound effect
on the  uid  ow and, hence, aerodynamic performance. When associating  uid  ow measurements and observation with force and
pressure measurements, it is possible to develop a greater understanding of  ow physics, which applies to aeronauticalapplications
as well. In addition to the performance of the wing, the wake from
the front wing of a racing car is of practicalimportance.The wake affects the  ow to other aerodynamic devices, such as the underbody,
the rear wing, and the radiators of the car.

Experimental Setup
Wind Tunnels

Experiments were performed in the University of Southampton
3:5 £ 2:5 m tunnel for the LDA and particle image velocimetry

(PIV) surveys and the smaller 2:1 £ 1:7 m wind tunnel for the other
results. Both of the tunnels are of a conventionalclosed-jet, closedcircuit design. For correct modeling of the ground plane, the tunnels
are equipped with a large, moving belt rig, with a layout similar to
that in Ref. 17. A system is located upstream of the belt for removal
of the boundary layer that grows along the  oor of the wind tunnel.
The boundary layer is sucked away through a slot and a perforated
plate. With the boundary-layersuction applied, the velocity reaches
the freestream value less than 2 mm from the ground, corresponding
to h r =c < 0:01.
Test Model

The tests were performed on a single-element, rectangular wing,
untapered and untwisted, with span of 1100 mm and chord of
223.4 mm, corresponding to an aspect ratio of approximately 5.
The wing pro le was the main element of the Tyrrell 026 Formula
1 car front wing. The wing is a modi cation of a NASA GA(W)
pro le, type LS(1)-0413, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The main changes
include a forward movement of the lowest point on the suction surface, a  attening of the pressure surface, and a modi cation to the
leading edge. In Fig. 2, an example of the surface  ow pattern on
the suction surface of the wing in ground effect is shown (see later
discussion). A broadly two-dimensional  ow occupies the center
portion of the wing.
Two sizes of Gurney  ap were investigated for most tests, corresponding to heights of 1.45 and 2.9%c. Hot-wire tests were performed with 1.1, 1.4, 3.1, and 5.4%c size Gurneys. The Gurneys
were formed from a brass angle section and were attached perpendicular to the pressure surface at the trailing edge of the wing, using
an adhesive. Endplates were used throughout testing (Fig. 1).
Both transition-free and transition- xed conditions were tested.
Apart from fundamental interests, the tests have practical relevance
as well because they are likely to correspondto the states of the  ow
at the beginning and end of a race, because debris is accumulated
on the wing surface. Transition  xing was performed using strips
of grit 1.3%c wide at an arbitrary location 10%c from the leading
edge on both surfaces, using 60 grit.
Methods

The ground height was de ned by the distance from the ground
to the lowest point on the wing, with the wing incidenceset to 0 deg.
The incidence of the wing was then varied using a rotation about the
quarter-chordposition. All quoted incidences are measured relative
to a line at 2.45 deg to the chordline. Thus, the true incidence equals
quoted incidence plus 2.45 deg. Results for all of the heights and incidences were acquired for both wings with free transition and  xed
transition,for the two Gurney sizes, and also the clean wing. Results
presented here in ground effect are from a selection of incidences
of ¡3, 1, 5, and 9 deg, at heights of h r =c D 0:045, 0.067, 0.082,
0.090, 0.112, 0.134, 0.179, 0.224, 0.313, 0.448, 0.671, and 1.007.
Freestream results were taken at incidences from ¡10 to 25 deg in
steps of 1 deg, at a height equivalent to h r =c ¼ 3:5.
Lift, drag, and pitching moment data were acquired with a threecomponent overhead balance system. The wing was attached to the
balance using a variation of the tricycle arrangement. The main
struts were located at 350 mm either side of the semispan of the
wing, connectedat the quarter-chordposition,about which the wing
pivots. Behind these connection points, arms are located internally
to the wing, which extend downstream and upward. A circular bar
joins the two arms and connects to the pitch strut of variable length.
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Flow visualization was performed transition free. A mixture of
titanium dioxide and paraf n was applied to both surfaces and then
was allowed to dry with the tunnel running.
Surface pressures were acquired for  xed and free transition, and
for the clean wing and the wing with the 1.45%Gurney for each case.
LDA measurements were performed with a three-component
Dantec system with a 5-W Ar-ion laser generator. The system was
operated in backscatter mode. The velocities measured in the beam
axes were resolved into the tunnel coordinate system, x; y; z, using
a matrix transformation. Seeding was introduced by three seeding
generatorslocateddownstreamof the rollingroad, behindthe model.
The LDA signals were analyzed using three Dantec burst spectrum
analyzers. On average, a total of 800 bursts (instantaneoussamples)
were collected for each data point. Results were obtained for the
clean wing and the 2.9% Gurney, transition  xed.
Hot-wire anemometry was used to measure the frequency of
vortex shedding. A system developed locally at University of
Southampton was used. Tests were performed in freestream, for
the clean wing and the Gurneys, at an incidence of 1-deg, transition  xed. Data were typically taken over 1 s, and results were then
processed for the frequency domain.
PIV studies, using a Dantec PowerFlow system, have been performed on the wing tested in ground effect, with  xed transition.
The wing was tested clean and also with the 2.9% Gurney. The laser
for the PIV system was located approximately 1.5 m downstream
of the center of the wing, after the end of the rolling road. The
camera was mounted outside the wind tunnel, perpendicular to the
light sheet. Chordwise measurements at the wing semispan were
obtained, extending from the wing to the ground and capturing the
downstream  ow.
The wind and belt velocities were limited to 30 m/s for all results
presented here, corresponding to a Reynolds number of approximately 0:45 £ 106 based on the chord.
The wind-tunnel model corresponds to 80% of the scale of the
wing on the car. Current wind-tunnel testing of entire racing cars is
performed using models not greater than 50% scale, at speeds of not
more than 40 m/s. Althoughthe Reynoldsnumber of the currenttests
may seem low for aeronauticalapplications,the referencespeed and
model size correspond to Reynolds numbers in the range approximately 20– 50% higher than current racing car testing applications.
Errors and Uncertainties

The errors and uncertainties were estimated for the force results. The incidence of the wing was set to § 0:005 deg, and the
height above ground was set to § 0:2 mm. The tunnel speed was
run at a constant dynamic pressure of 56.25-mm water § 0:05 mm.
When procedures detailed by Moffat18 are used, the uncertainties
in C L were calculated using the addition method and a 95% con dence, with the worst case occurring at a height of 0.056c and
corresponding to a C L of 1:678 § 0:009. Repeatability was found
to be excellent.
Uncertainties in the surface pressure results obtained using the
Zoc transducer were estimated taking into consideration the same
parameterssuch as wing height, incidence,and variationin dynamic
pressure.The quotedtransduceruncertaintyas well as the calibration
offsets after the end of the run were included.The uncertaintieswere
calculated for the individual tappings using the root-sum-square
method as describedby Moffat,18 with the worst case corresponding
to the tapping at x =c D 0:336 and a C p of § 0:035. The short-term
repeatability was investigated; the highest uncertainties were found
to be at the suction peak and the transition bubble and the worst
corresponding to a C p of § 0:075 at x =c D 0:134.

Results and Discussion
Forces in Freestream

As a baseline case, the forces in the freestream were measured.
The lift curves can be seen in Fig. 3. The results suggest that  tting
a Gurney increases C L at zero incidence and has a negligible effect
on the stalling angle, leading to an increase in C Lmax .
For the transition-xed case, the wing stalls at ® D 9 deg, for the
clean wing and the two Gurneys. This is the angle at which trailingedge separation starts to occur. The plateau in the C L beyond this

a) Lift curves

b) Drag polars
Fig. 3

Forces in freestream.

occurs as the separation point moves forward until it reaches the
leading edge, at ® D 17 deg for the clean wing and ® D 16 deg for
the two cases with the Gurneys,as can be seen in Table 1. The smaller
Gurney has a disproportionatelylarge effect on the force increment.
This was pointed out by other researchers as well, for example,
Myose et al.5 and Jeffrey.10 The stall of the wing becomes sharper
with the addition of the Gurneys. Flow separation at the suction
surface trailing edge causes a disturbance to the vortex shedding
behind the Gurney, leading to a partial loss in performance of the
Gurney. Note that the spacing between the measurement points was
typically 1 deg, which gives an indication of uncertainties in the
results.
For the transition-freecase, boundary-layertransition on the suction surfaceappears at approximately0.3c (see Zerihan and Zhang12
and later C p results). The stalling incidence of the wing increases
from ® D 9 to 11:3 deg for the clean wing, when compared with
the transition- xed  ow. The boundary layer is thinner, and, hence,
 ow separation will occur at a higher incidence, compared to the
transition- xed results. The Gurneys slightly reduce the incidence
at which the trailing-edge separation occurs (from 11.3 to 10 deg).
The gain in C L with the addition of the Gurney from the clean
wing increases with incidence (Fig. 3 and Table 1) for both the
transition- xed and transition-free conditions. This causes a nonlinear lift slope, decreasing with incidence. The mean value for the
lift slope, however, increases with the Gurney added. The smaller
Gurney is seen to have a disproportionately large effect on the
lift slope increase. These characteristics have been described by
Jeffrey.10 Similar observations can be made of the zero-force incidence reduction.
Drag polars are plotted in Fig. 3b, with zero lift drag coef cients
listed in Table 1. For most values of C L (up to a critical value)
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Table 1 Aerodynamic performance of wing in freestream
GF height
h =c; %

dC L =d®,
rad¡1

®0 ,
deg

4.73
5.29
5.57
4.57
5.38
5.73

¡7.45
¡9.50
¡10.52
¡7.84
¡9.69
¡10.72

Cleana
1.45a
2.90a
Cleanb
1.45b
2.90b
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a Transition  xed.

C L max

1C L max over
clean wing, %

C D0

®TE stall ,
deg

®LE stall ;
deg

1.22
1.48
1.59
1.35
1.62
1.74

——
21
30
——
20
29

0.0240
0.0372
0.0472
0.0187
0.0354
0.0419

9.0
9.0
9.0
11.3
10.0
10.0

17.0
16.0
16.0
18.4
16.0
15.0

b Transition free.

a)

c)

b)

d)
Fig. 4

Downforce coef cients vs ride height.

the Gurneys increase the drag. Above the critical value, the Gurney
produces a small reduction in drag.
Forces in Ground Effect

The force coef cients at ® D ¡3, 1, 5, and 9 deg are presented for
a variety of heights in Fig. 4. Of the four incidences, ® D ¡3 deg
represents a limiting case in the linear range; ® D 1 and 5 deg represent normal incidence settings; ® D 9 deg is associated with the
onset of the trailing-edgeseparation.With a reduction in the ground
height, from far from the ground, the downforce typically experiences an enhancement and then a reduction, as described brie y in
the Introductionand more completely in Ref. 12. The onset of force
reduction is triggered by the trailing-edge separation on the suction
surface. As the ride height is reduced, the extent of the trailing-edge
separation increases. At ® D 1 deg, the greatest height at which separation is observed is approximately h r =c D 0:224, for the clean
wing, transition free. At this height, the rate of force enhancement
starts to slow down with the reduction in ride height, until a peak
is reached at h r =c ¼ 0:08. The force then drops with the reduction
in ride height. Figure 2 shows an example of the trailing-edge  ow
separation on the suction surface in this region.

Similar characteristics are seen for the transition- xed case at
the same incidence (Fig. 4b). The force reduction phenomenon,
however,occurs at a greater heightand correspondsto a signi cantly
lower downforce than for the transition-free case, as described by
Zerihan and Zhang.12 Transition  xing causes a thicker boundary
layer, that is, a boundary layer that is closer to separation compared
to the transition-free case, for an arbitrary height. Hence, as the
wing is brought closer to the ground from large ground heights,
the boundary-layer separation and subsequent loss in circulation
will occur at a greater height for the transition- xed case than for
transition-free case. The Gurney has a similar effect in terms of
aerodynamic performance for the transition- xed case compared to
the transition-free case.
Figure 4 highlightsthe ground effect of the various con gurations
at the other incidences. Increasing the incidence of the wing causes
a reduction in sensitivity to ground height12 in terms of both downforce gain from large heights to the maximum downforce and also
rate of change of downforce with respect to ride height in the force
enhancement region. For the lowest incidence (Fig. 4a), the geometry of the endplates did not allow testing at very close proximity
to the ground, and the force reduction phenomenon cannot be seen.
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a) 1.45% Gurney  ap
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Fig. 5 Increase in downforce with Gurneys in freestream and ground
effect, transition free.

For the wing far from the ground, if the wing incidence is increased,
separation is more likely to occur. As the ride height is reduced,
the boundary layer will separate at a greater height for the wing at
a higher incidence than for the lower incidence, causing a greater
subsequent loss in downforce. The rate of increase of downforce
as the ground is approached is, therefore, smaller for the higher
incidence than for the lower incidence, leading to a lower overall
gain in downforce for the higher incidence case. A tendency is also
seen for the maximum downforce to occur at a greater height as the
incidence is increased. Again, the effect of the Gurney is similar for
the cases as the incidence is changed in terms of the aerodynamic
performance.
Figure 5 presents the gain in downforce with the Gurney compared to the clean wing, 1C L jGF , with the downforce for the clean
wing, for the transition-free case. These plots have been used to
show that the downforce gain with the Gurney is a function of the
downforce for the clean wing, not the wing pro le,10 for a wing
in freestream. Jeffrey’s results10 show that the points collapse onto
the same line for a particular size Gurney, for different wings: a
NACA0012 and a high-lift e423. The current results are presented
for a freestream, where the wing incidence has been varied, and for
ground effect, where the ride height has been varied at ® D 1 deg.
It is clear that the results for the freestream and the ground effect
are signi cantly different. In ground effect, adding a Gurney  ap
increases the downforce more signi cantly than in the freestream.
In the force enhancement region, as C L clean is increased to 1.42,
1C L jGF increasesas the groundis approached.At the corresponding
height from the ground, h r =c D 0:179, surface  ow visualization,
surface pressure surveys, and PIV studies (see later sections) all
indicate that this is the height at which the the boundary layer starts
to separate from the suction surface. As the height is reduced to
that at which the maximum downforce occurs, corresponding to
C L D 1:72, the 1C L jGF reduces. This trend continues in the force
reduction region. The reduction in performance of the Gurney is
attributed to the  ow separation, the size of which increases as the
height is reduced.
Chordwise Pressures

Surface pressures were measured at an incidence of ® D 1 deg for
both transition-freeand transition- xed conditions, with the 1.45%
Gurney.
Results in Fig. 6a show the pressure distributions at different
heights from the ground, for the transition-free case. The effect of
changing the height from the ground on the pressure distribution
is similar to earlier results using the clean wing.12 As the ground
height is reduced, the pressure is reduced slightly on the pressure
surface. A more signi cant increase in suction is found on the suction surface. For all ground heights, the peak suction on the suction
surface increases as the ground height is reduced. The associated
pressure recovery increases, and the boundary layer comes nearer
to separation. For the results shown at the smallest height from the

b) At hr /c = 0:448
Fig. 6

Pressure coef cients at ® = 1 deg transition free.

ground, h r =c D 0:067, a signi cant area of  ow separation is evident near to the trailing edge, as illustrated by the constant pressure
region. This results in a loss of circulation over the rear portion of
the wing.
Figure 6b shows the effect of adding the Gurney, for a height
of h r =c D 0:448, again transition free. Although the  nal point on
the pressure surface has not been included, due to being covered
by the Gurney, the  nite pressure difference at the trailing edge can
be observed. The Gurney retards the  ow over the pressure surface,
as illustrated by the increase in pressure. Over the last 30%c of the
pressure surface, however,the increase in pressure is greaterthan for
farther upstream of this. Greater suctions are found over the entire
suction surface. The increment in suction is also seen to increase
over the  nal 30%c, from 0.29 at x =c D 0:72 to 0.32 at x =c D 0:85
and 0.36 at x =c D 0:99. The increase in suction at the trailing edge is
associated with the vortex shedding mechanism.10 Both the increase
in pressure surface pressures and suction surface suctions cause the
increase in downforce with the Gurney.
The increase in Gurney performance in ground effect (Fig. 5) can
be further discussedusing the results in Fig. 7. The variationof pressure difference at the trailing edge with ground height is shown, for
the transition-freecase. The pressure difference has been calculated
using the  nal pressure tappings on each surface: at x =c D 0:99 for
the suction surface and x =c D 0:90 on the pressure surface. Because
of the Gurney covering the  nal tapping on the pressure surface,
the results can only be compared quantitatively. It can be seen that,
as the ground height is reduced, the pressure difference increases
from 0.89 at h r =c D 0:671 to 0.94 at h r =c D 0:224 to a maximum
of 1.06 at h r =c D 0:113. Closer to the ground than this, the pressure
difference drops steadily.
Suction Surface Canonicals

Canonical pressures19 are useful in separation analysis, allowing pressure recoveries to be compared directly as long as the
Reynolds numbers based on the momentum thickness at the start
of the pressure recoveries are similar. It is shown that the boundary
layer will separate at a given canonical pressure, when comparing
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Table 2

Wake characteristics

Test case
Wing

h r =c

x =c

u min = U1

y at u min

y at ±top

y at ±bottom

±

±GF – ±clean

Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean
Clean
2.90%GFa
2.90%GF
2.90%GF
2.90%GF
2.90%GF
2.90%GF
2.90%GF
2.90%GF
2.90%GF

0.448
0.448
0.448
0.224
0.224
0.224
0.134
0.134
0.134
0.448
0.448
0.448
0.224
0.224
0.224
0.134
0.134
0.134

1.5
2.0
3.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

0.83
0.92
0.93
0.79
0.88
0.93
0.77
0.85
0.91
0.82
0.85
0.88
0.80
0.81
0.86
0.72
0.77
0.82

0.08
0.09
0.11
0.06
0.08
0.11
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.13
0.17
0.22
0.14
0.15
0.19
0.07
0.09
0.13

0.12
0.15
0.18
0.11
0.14
0.18
0.11
0.13
0.18
0.20
0.24
0.33
0.22
0.24
0.33
0.20
0.22
0.33

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.01
¡0.04
¡0.06
¡0.07
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.01
0.00
0.01
¡0.04
¡0.10
¡0.10

0.07
0.10
0.13
0.10
0.13
0.17
0.15
0.19
0.25
0.16
0.19
0.26
0.20
0.24
0.32
0.24
0.32
0.43

0.09
0.09
0.13
0.11
0.12
0.15
0.09
0.13
0.18
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
——
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a Gurney  ap.

Fig. 7 Pressure difference at trailing edge for 1.45% Gurney at ® =
1 deg, transition free.

Fig. 8 Suction surface canonicals at ® = 1 deg, transition free: r and
H, hr /c = 0:067; } and ¨, hr /c = 0:134; 4 and N, hr /c = 0:224; and
; hr /c = 0:448; and and ¥; hr /c = 1:007; and solid symbols, Gurney.

appropriate recoveries. The suction surface pressure recoveries for
the transition-free cases with the 1.45% Gurney have been replotted in their canonical form, as can be seen in Fig. 8 from the solid
symbols. The range of values of CN P D 0.68– 0.71 was obtained12
as the canonical pressure at which the boundary layer separates.
It can be seen that, for the  rst portion of the pressure recovery,
to s =sTE ¼ 0:3, the canonical pressures decrease with increasing
ground proximity. A more signi cant increase in canonical pressure
with increasing ground proximity is seen for the remaining portion
of the recovery. For the largest ground height, the pressure recovery
is initially small, but increases as the trailing edge is approached.As
the ground height is reduced to the h r =c D 0:224 case, the pressure
recovery appears broadly constant. With increasing ground proximity, the initial part of the second portion of the pressure recovery
increases, but then falls off near to the trailing edge as the  ow separates. The effect of the Gurney on CN P is to reduce the pressure
recovery demands, causing a reduction in the canonical pressure
at the trailing edge. The effect is that  ow will start to separate at
a smaller height for the wing with the Gurney, compared with the
clean wing.

wake surveys at three heights, with and without the Gurney  ap, is
presented in Table 2. Note the coordinates of the wing trailing edge
are x =c D 1:0 and y =c D 0:06.
Adding the Gurney  ap to the wing causes a larger wake in terms
of the thickness of the wake and the maximum velocity de cit. At
x =c D 1:5 for h r =c D 0:134 in Fig. 9a, the thickness of the wake
has been measured as ± D 0:15c for the clean wing, compared to
± D 0:24c for the wing with the Gurney. The maximum velocity
de cit is u =U1 D 0:77, compared to 0.72 for the clean wing and
wing with Gurney, respectively. The height of this minimum velocity increases from y =c D 0:04 to 0.07 with the Gurney  ap, as
the Gurney  ap has de ected the path of the wake. Although the
location of the top of the wake thickness increases from y =c D 0:11
to 0.20, the location of the bottom remains at ¡0.04.
Farther downstream, at the x =c D 2:0 and 3.0 locations for
h r =c D 0:134, the effect of the Gurney is similar. Small-scale turbulence has diffused the wake of the wing such that the wakes are
thicker and the maximum velocity de cits are reduced. The Gurney
still has the effect of reducing the minimum velocity and increasing
the height of the location thereof. This changes from y =c D 0:04
to 0.09 at x =c D 2:0 to 0.05 and 0.13 at x =c D 3:0. The velocities
reduce from u =U1 D 0:85 to 0.77 and from 0.91 to 0.82 at the two
positions. This shows that the wake is de ected through a higher
angle with the Gurney. The location of the top of the wake thickness
increases signi cantly with the Gurney: 0.13 to 0.22 at x =c D 2:0
and 0.18 to 0.33 at x =c D 3:0. The bottom of the wake grows less

Off-Surface Flow Measurements
Mean Flow Results

Wake surveys, highlightingthe effect of the Gurney on the u = U1
mean velocities are shown in Fig. 9, for stations at x =c D 1:5, 2,
and 3 at a height of h r =c D 0:134. Detailed information from the
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±GF – ±clean increaseswith streamwise distance,for a given ride height.
This trend can also be seen in the results for the other heights, at
h r =c D 0:448 and 0.224, in Table 2.
The other trends of the path of the wake being de ected though a
higher angle can be seen examining the locations of the maximum
velocity de cit with and without the Gurney, for the other heights
tested. For example, at h r =c D 0:448, this increases height from
y =c D 0:08, 0.09, and 0.11 for the clean wing to 0.13, 0.17, and 0.22
for the wing with the Gurney.
Figure 9 is also of interest regarding the accelerated uid between
the wing wake and the ground. The results for the Gurney highlight
an adverse pressure gradientin the streamwisedirection.At the wing
trailing edge, the  ow is at an accelerated level and then retards as
it moves downstream. However, for the clean wing, this adverse
pressure gradient seems to be very small or negligible in Fig. 9.
The velocity at the trailing edge for the clean wing is very close to
the freestream level. This highlights the  nite pressure difference at
the trailingedge for the wing with the Gurney, associatedwith vortex
shedding.
The general effect of the ground proximity is to increase the size
of the wake (see Table 2). As the ground height is reduced, the peak
suction increases, and the associated pressure recovery becomes
steeper on the suction surface. This causes a thicker boundary layer
and, hence, a thicker wake. In addition to this, the path of the wake
reduces as the ground is approached and the wake thickens.
The general effect of the Gurney on the wake of the wing can
be seen represented by the greater size of the wake and also by the
well-documented turning effect.
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a) x/c = 1:5

Vortex Shedding: Hot-Wire Anemometry

Tests using hot-wire anemometry were used for an accurate assessment of the vortex shedding frequency, in the freestream. Results for the frequency response spectra indicate sharp, single peaks
at periodic frequencies. Table 3 lists the results for the frequency
of vortex shedding. It can be seen that increasing the size of the
Gurney reduces the frequency of vortex shedding, as described by
Jeffrey.10 The Strouhal number Sr has also been calculated. As the
Gurney size is increased, the Strouhal number increases asymptotically, to a value of 0.190 for the largest Gurney. This compares
qualitativelywith Jeffrey,where Strouhalnumbersin the range0.08–
0.15 were found from LDA surveys on an e423 wing. Bearman and
Trueman’s study20 quanti es the effect of the base pressure coef cient on the Strouhal number for alternately shed vortices behind a
bluff body. It was found that, as the factor K D [1 ¡ C pb ]1=2 is increased, the Strouhal number reaches a constantvalue of Sr D 0:181
for K > 1:16. For the currentresults,the value of K correspondingto
the 3:1% Gurney  ap is approximately1.20, to give a Strouhal number of 0.178, comparing well with Bearman and Trueman’s results.

b) x/c = 2:0

Vortex Shedding: PIV

c) x/c = 3:0
Fig. 9 Wake characteristics behind the 2.9%GF; mean u/U1
at hr /c = 0:134.

pro les

signi cantly: from ¡0.06 to ¡0.10 and from ¡0.07 to ¡0.10 at the
two x =c positions.
Results for the clean wing show that the wake thickness increases
from ± D 0:15 to 0.19 and 0.25 at the three positions at this height.
This compares to thicknesses of ± D 0:24; 0:32, and 0.43 for the
wing with the Gurney. The increases in wake thickness when the
Gurney is added are 0.09, 0.13, and 0.18, respectively.A signi cant
result on the overall  ow eld is that, when the Gurney is added,
in addition to increasing the size of the wake, the wake grows at a
greater rate, in terms of the distance traveled downstream. That is,

PIV measurementswere made at a number of heightsat ® D 1 deg.
The purpose is to provide an understanding of the vortex shedding
behind the Gurney in the near-wake region, in ground effect. Selected instantaneousvorticity distributions are presented in Fig. 10.
These results suggest that the vortex shedding process is altered
with the wing at heights close above and also below the maximum
downforce, leading to a deterioration in aerodynamic performance.
The results in the top-left-handcorner of Fig. 10 have been obscured
by a re ection from part of the model support arrangement.
At moderate and large heights in the force enhancement region,
the boundary layer remains fully attached. The  uid mechanism
of  ow separation is observed for heights near to and below the
force reduction phenomenon,as discussed in preceding sections, in
Table 3
GFa h,

Vortex shedding frequency

mm

2.4
3.2
6.9
12.2
a Gurney  ap.

f , Hz

Sr

1064
938
623
412

0.144
0.152
0.178
0.190
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a) hr /c = 0:448

b) hr /c = 0:224

c) hr /c = 0:134

a manner similar to the clean wing. Where this occurs, the gain in
downforce when the Gurney is added, 1C L jGF , reduces. For largescale  ow separation,the wake size increases,and the wake is highly
unsteady, as can be seen in Figs. 10c and 10d.
When the wing is placed in the force enhancement region
and close above the maximum downforce, discrete vortices are
generated behind the Gurney. This feature can be seen clearly in
Figs. 10a and 10b, where the vortices are seen in the form of vorticity concentrations, which convect alternately downstream. Similar discrete vortices were observed at a low Reynolds number of
8:6 £ 103 by Neuhart and Pendergraft,6 thoughin their case the wake
itself was unsteady. Jeffrey,10 while detecting a stationary counterrotating mean vortex pair behind a Gurney in freestreamusing LDA,
has shown the existence of a discrete frequencyby performing a frequency analysis of LDA data. The current study now shows for the
 rst time the existence of alternately shedding vortices at a moderate Reynolds number. The suction enhancement mechanism of the
alternately shed vortices, therefore, still remains in ground effect.
Furthermore, in the force enhancementregion, the effect of the moving ground is to increase the suction level on the suction surface near
the trailing edge, which further increases the suction enhancement
effect of the Gurney.
With the separation off the suction surface in the force reduction
region,the mechanismby which a two-dimensionalvortex-shedding
 ow separates to form two shear layers of opposite vorticity and
then interacting to form a von Kármán vortex street, as postulated
by Gerrard,21 is absent in the immediate vicinity downstream of the
Gurney. This feature is obvious in Figs. 10c and 10d. It is known
that the  ow entrainment process induced by the alternately shedding vortices sustains the increased base suction of bluff bodies as
well as Gurneys (see Bearman22 and Jeffrey10 ). The  ow separation
encountered in the trailing-edge region on the suction surface leads
to a deterioration of the circulation enhancement effect of the Gurney and a reduction in the effectiveness of the device in the force
reduction region, as can be seen in Fig. 4. This is manifested as an
absence of discrete vortex shedding behind the Gurney  ap.
Instead of alternately shedding vortices, Figs. 10c and 10d show
two shear layers,one causedby the  xed separationat the off-surface
edge of the Gurney on the pressure surface side and another by the
separation on the suction surface, whose position moves upstream.
A feature of the observed  ow is the existence of high-level concentrations of vorticity in the shear layer. The vorticity concentrations
are produced by the shear layer instability, which produces  apping
motion leading to mass entrainment into the wake. In the current
 ow, the ampli cation of the instability waves also lead to nonlinear rollup of the shear layer, that is, large vortices. This feature can
be observed at approximately 0.3c downstream of the wing trailing
edge at h r =c D 0:067 and 0.2c at h r =c D 0:134. The shear layer thus
experiencesa coupled motion of  apping in the transverse direction
and vortex convection in the streamwise direction. The vorticity
patterns in Figs. 10c and 10d re ect this mechanism.
Another feature of practical importance is the rapid breakdown
of this transverse  apping motion in ground effect. At about 0.5c
downstream of the trailing edge at h r =c D 0:067, the two layers of
vorticities breakdown. This is clearly seen in Fig. 10d. In the mean
 ow, it manifests in the form of expanded turbulent wake. Observations of successive PIV images suggest the wake actually interacts
with the ground in this process. This is signi cant in engineeringapplications because it would adversely affect performance of trailing
aerodynamic devices.

Conclusions

d) hr /c = 0:067
Fig. 10 Vortex shedding behind the Gurney; instantaneous vorticity
contours.

An investigation was performed of a generic wing  tted with
a Gurney  ap in ground effect. By combining  ow visualization,
force, pressure, and velocity measurements, it was possible to identify major  uid  ow features governing the  uid  ow behind the
wing and the Gurney  ap and to assess changes in aerodynamic
performance.
The following paragraphs summarize the  ndings:
The aerodynamicperformance of the Gurney on a wing in ground
effect has similar effects when compared with a Gurney on a wing
in a freestream. The Gurney increases the downforce, with small
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Gurneys increasing the downforce disproportionately more than a
large Gurney. As the height is reduced in the force enhancement
region for fully attached  ow, the increase in downforce with the
Gurney increases. This compares with results when the incidence
of the wing is increased in a freestream. However, the gain in downforce with the Gurney in ground effect can be twice the gain in the
freestream. The onset of  ow separation causes a sharper stall in
ground effect (the force reduction phenomenon), again similar to a
freestream.
The mean  ow characteristics as found from LDA results show
that the wake is signi cantly larger for the wing with the Gurney,
when compared with the clean wing. In addition to this, the wake
thickens at a greater rate than for the clean wing. The turning effect
of the Gurney was observed. As the height of the wing is reduced in
ground effect,the wake thickens.The de ectionof the wake reduces.
A vortex shedding Strouhal number of Sr ¼ 0:18 was recorded
from hot-wire tests in a freestream, which compares to that found
in vortex shedding from bluff bodies.
The  ow behind a Gurney  ap is characterized by a street of alternately shedding, discrete vortices when the  ow is fully attached,
as shown by instantaneous  ow eld observed with a PIV system.
In the force reduction region and at heights closely above the
maximum downforce, separation occurs on the suction surface near
the trailing edge, leading to an unsteady wake and altering the shear
layer separated at the off-surface edge of the Gurney. The aerodynamic performance of Gurney  aps deteriorates.
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